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Abstra t
We explore the following quintessential problem: given a set of basi
omputing elements how do we

ompose them to yield desired

tation patterns. Our goal is to study
a ross a broad spe trum of

omputing elements, from sequential programs

to distributed transa tions over

omputer networks.

very few assumptions about the nature of the basi
lar, we do not assume that an element's
or that it is deterministi .

ompu-

omposition operators whi h apply

Our theory makes

elements; in parti u-

omputation always terminates,

We develop a theory whi h provides useful

guidan e for appli ation designs, from integration of sequential programs
to

oordination of distributed tasks. The primary appli ation of interest

for us is or hestration of web servi es over the internet, whi h we des ribe
in detail in this paper.

1 Introdu tion
The omputational pattern inherent in many wide-area appli ations is this: a quire data from one or more remote servi es, al ulate with these data, and
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invoke yet other remote servi es with the results. Additionally, it is often required to invoke alternate servi es for the same omputation to guard against
servi e failure. It should be possible to repeatedly poll a servi e until it supplies
results whi h meet ertain desired riteria, or to ask a servi e to notify the user
when it a quires the appropriate data. And it should be possible to download
an appli ation and invoke it lo ally, or have a servi e provide the results dire tly
to another servi e on behalf of the user.
We introdu e site as a general term for a basi servi e. A web servi e is a site.
More generally, a distributed transa tion, whi h an be regarded as an atomi
step of a larger omputation, is a site. We sket h some of the requirements for
sites later in this se tion and in greater detail in se tion 2.
We all the smooth integration of sites or hestration, and Or is our theory of
or hestration of sites. Or hestration requires a better understanding of the kinds
of omputations that an be performed eÆ iently over a wide-area network,
where the delays asso iated with ommuni ation, unreliabilityand unavailability
of servers, and ompetition for resour es from multiple lients are dominant
on erns.
Consider a typi al wide-area omputing problem. A lient onta ts two
airlines simultaneously for pri e quotes. He buys a ti ket from either airline if
its quoted pri e is no more than $300, the heapest ti ket if both quotes are
above $300, and any ti ket if the other airline does not provide a timely quote.
The lient should re eive an indi ation if neither airline provides a timely quote.
Su h problems are typi ally programmed using elaborate manipulations of lowlevel threads. We regard this as an or hestration problem in whi h ea h airline
is a site; we an express su h or hestrations very su in tly in Or .
Our theory is built upon a small number of omposition operators. We use
alternation ( ) for parallel omposition and sequen ing (  and >x> ) for
sequential omposition. Operator where allows sele tive pruning of parallel
threads and data transfer a ross sub omputations. We show a variety of examples from web servi es and other domains to illustrate the power of these
omposition operators. Our theory is appli able to distributed appli ation design in general, with parti ular emphasis on or hestration of web servi es.
j

1.1 An Overview of the Or hestration Theory

We propose a simple extension to a sequential
programming language to permit or hestration. Introdu e an assignment statement of the form
z :2 E (L)
where z is a variable, E is the name of an or hestration expression (abbreviated
to Or expression, or, simply expression) and L is a list of a tual parameters.
Evaluation of E (L) may entail a wide-area omputation involving, possibly,

Starting an or hestration
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1 The

2

notation :

is due to Hoare.

It neatly expresses, in analogy with the assignment

operator :=, that the evaluation of the right side may yield a set of values one of whi h is to
be assigned to

z.
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multiple servers. The evaluation returns zero or more results, the rst one
of whi h (if there is one) is assigned to z. If the evaluation yields no result,
the statement exe ution does not terminate. Additionally, the evaluation may
initiate omputations whi h have e e ts on other servers, and these e e ts may
or may not be visible to the lient.
Next, we give a brief introdu tion to the stru ture of Or expressions.
Site The simplest Or expression is a site name, possibly with parameters.
Evaluation of the expression alls the site like a pro edure. A site all eli its at
most one response; it is possible that a site never responds to a all.
Consider the expression CNN , where CNN is a news servi e. A all may
simply return the latest newspage. Calling CNN (d), where d is a date, may
download the newspage for the spe i ed date. Let Email(a; m) send message
m to address a. Evaluation of the expression Email(a; m) sends the message,
ausing permanent hange in the state of the re ipient's mailbox, and returns a
signal to the lient to denote ompletion of the operation. Let A be an airline
ight-booking site. Evaluating the expression A returns the booking information
and auses a state hange in the airline database. A ti ket is pur hased only by
making an expli it ommitment later in the omputation.
A site ould be a fun tion (say, to onvert an XML le to a bit stream
for transmission), a method of an obje t (say, to gain a ess to a passwordprote ted obje t; in this ase, the password, or an en rypted form of it, would
be a parameter of the all), a monitor[16℄ pro edure (su h as read or write to a
bu er, where the read responds only when the bu er is non-empty), or a web
servi e (say, a sto k quote servi e that delivers the latest quotes on sele ted
sto ks). A transa tion[12℄ an be a site that returns a result and tentatively
hanges the states of some servers.
An or hestration may involve humans as sites. A program whi h oordinates
the res ue e orts after an earthquake will have to a ept inputs from the medi al sta , remen and the poli e, and dire t them by sending ommands and
information to their hand-held devi es. Humans ommuni ate with the or hestration by sending digital inputs (key presses) and re eiving output suitable for
human onsumption (print, display or audio).
A all to a site may not return a result if, for instan e, the server or the
ommuni ation link is down. This is treated as any other non-terminating
omputation. We show how time-outs an be used to alleviate this problem.

The simplest Or expressions, as we have seen, are
site alls. We use omposition operators on expressions to form longer expressions. Or has three omposition operators; for expressions f and g: (1) f >x> g
is the sequential omposition, (2) f g is the symmetri parallel omposition,
(3) (f where x :2 g) is asymmetri parallel omposition. Additionally, we
stru ture an expression by allowing expression de nitions, and using names of
expressions in other expressions. Naming also allows re ursive de nitions of
expressions, whi h is essential in any substantive appli ation design.

Composition Operators

j
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Below, we give a brief summary of the omposition operators using a series
of examples; a detailed des ription appears in se tion 3.
Evaluation of an expression alls some number of sites and produ es a (possibly empty) stream of values.
 (Sequential Composition) Consider the expression
(CNN >m> Email(a; m)). To evaluate it, rst all CNN . The value
returned is m, and Email(a; m) is then alled. The value returned by
Email(a; m) is the value of the expression. If CNN does not respond,
the expression evaluation does not terminate. If CNN does respond but
Email(a; m) does not, then also the evaluation does not terminate. No
value is returned in either ase.
 (Symmetri Parallel Composition) For (CNN BBC ), all the two sites
simultaneously. The output stream onsists of the values returned by the
sites in time-order. Thus, there an be anywhere from zero to two values
in the stream.
Parti ularly interesting is an expression like
(CNN BBC ) >m> Email(a; m)
Here, (CNN BBC ) may produ e multiple values, and for ea h value v,
we all Email(a; m) setting m to v. Therefore, the evaluation an ause
up to two emails to be sent, one with the newspage from CNN and the
other from BBC .
 (Asymmetri Parallel Composition) The omposition operators given so
far only reate threads. We introdu e the where operator to prune
threads sele tively. For example, (Email(a; m) where m :2 (CNN BBC ))
sends at most one email, with the rst newspage re eived from either CNN
or BBC . This expression is evaluated as follows. Start evaluation of both
Email(a; m) and (CNN BBC ). Sin e m does not have a value initially,
the all Email(a; m) is not ompleted; it is deferred until m gets a value.
Computing (CNN BBC ), as des ribed above (under Symmetri Parallel
Composition), may yield many values; the rst value is assigned to m and
further evaluation of that expression is then terminated. At this point,
Email(a; m) is alled and its response, if any, is the value of the whole
expression.
Sequen ing allows results from one expression to be used as input to another;
for instan e, we may onta t a dis overy servi e and pipe its output |the name
of an appli ation| to another servi e whi h downloads the appli ation and
exe utes it on some given data. Operator allows us to re eive data from
mirror sites or to ompute a result by alling alternate servi es. And where
allows sele tive pruning of the omputation.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j
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Expression De nition To stru ture an or hestration, we allow expression
de nitions. An expression is de ned like a pro edure, with a name and possible
parameters. Below, MailOn e (a) emails the rst newspage from CNN or BBC
to address a.
MailOn e (a) 
Email(a; m) where m :2 (CNN BBC )
An expression, su h as MailOn e, may be alled from another expression,
as in
MailOn e (a) >x> MailOn e (b)
to send two newspages, to addresses a and b in su ession. An or hestration is
started by the host language program by alling an expression.
An expression may all itself, as in
MailForever (a) 
MailOn e (a) >x> MailForever (a)
whi h keeps sending newspages to a. A more interesting expression is Ti ker
whi h emails a newspage to a, re eives a on rmation from Email, waits for t
time units, and then repeats these steps forever.
Ti ker (a; t) 
MailOn e (a) >x> Rtimer(t) >y> Ti ker (a; t)
Here Rtimer(t), a site all, returns a value after t time units (the value itself
is of no signi an e, only the time delay is). We will see more sophisti ated
or hestration s hemes whi h allow time-outs, interruptions, eager evaluations
(su h as alling Rtimer as soon as Email is alled but before it responds) in
this paper.
j

1.2 Power of the Or

omputation model

The proposed programming model is quite minimal. It has no inherent omputational power; it has to rely on external sites for doing even arithmeti . However,
this apparent limitation permits us to study or hestration in isolation and to
ombine sites of arbitrary omplexity in a omputation, without making any
assumptions about their behavior. Our model in ludes no expli it onstru ts
for time-out or thread syn hronization and ommuni ation, features whi h are
ommon in thread-based languages. We show in se tion 4 how su h onstru ts
are easily implemented in Or . As a spe ial ase, single-threaded omputations
(as in sequential omputing) are also easy to ode in Or . We program arbitrary pro ess-network-style omputations by having expressions orrespond to
pro esses, and letting them ommuni ate through sites that implement hannels.
6

In many distributed appli ations, no value is returned from a omputation
be ause the omputation never terminates by design. An Or omputation
an start and spawn (a bounded or unbounded number of) threads: some may
terminate on their own (thus, returning values), some are terminated using a
where lause (still returning a value), and others ontinue to run forever (without returning a value), though they a e t the states of sites. This generality
permits us to program a variety of thread-based appli ations using a small number of on epts.
The goal of this paper is to introdu e the Or
programming model and to illustrate its appli ation in diverse areas of programming. In forth oming papers we propose semanti models, des ribe an
implementation of Or , and develop strategies to ommit the omputation of a
spe i thread (if the thread makes alls to transa tions whi h need ommitment). A preliminary version of the semanti s appears in Hoare et. al. [18℄.
We dis uss several issues related to sites in se tion 2. In parti ular, we state
some assumptions we do not make about sites. We de ne a few sites whi h are
fundamental to e e tive programming in Or . We des ribe the syntax of Or
in se tion 3.1 and an operational semanti s in se tion 3.2. Most programming
is done by learning ertain idioms. We develop a number of idioms in se tion 4,
whi h show the programming strategy for sequential omputing, time-out, and
ommuni ation and syn hronization among threads. Se tion 5 ontains a few
laws, des ribing equivalen es over Or expressions.
We develop some longer examples in se tion 6. These are motivated by the
intended appli ation domain of Or , web servi es or hestration. Our examples
illustrate that Or provides su in t representation for a variety of distributed
appli ations.
Stru ture of the paper

2 Sites
2.1 Properties of sites

The most basi Or expression is a site all. A site all has the same form as
a fun tion all: the name of a site followed by an optional list of parameters.
Therefore, the simplest Or expression is the name of a site. A parameter is a
onstant, variable, or a site name.
In this paper, we do not spe ify exa tly how a site is to be alled; the kinds of
ommuni ation proto ols to be used and the servers on whi h the omputations
of a site take pla e are not relevant to our theory. It is possible to designate
a site as being downloadable |as is the ase with most Java applets| whi h
auses a site all to result in a download and exe ution of the appli ation on
the lient's ma hine. More elaborate s hemes for migration and exe ution may
be spe i ed for ertain sites. In general, alling a site auses exe ution of the
orresponding pro edure at the appropriate servers.
7

A site is di erent in several ways from a mathemati al fun tion. First, a
site all may have side-e e ts, hanging the state of some obje t. Se ond, a
site all may eli it no response, or produ e di erent results with the same input
at di erent times. In parti ular, a site may return no result for one all and a
result for an identi al all (with the same inputs) at a di erent time. This is
be ause the server or the ommuni ation link may have failed during the former
all. Third, the response delay of a site is unpredi table.
2.2 Types of results produ ed by sites

A site is alled with values of ertain types and it returns typed values. The
internet already supports a number of esoteri data types, su h as newspages,
downloadable les, images, animation and video, url strings, email lists, order
forms, et . The result returned by a dis overy servi e is of type site. We expe t
the variety of types to proliferate in the oming years. Many of these types will
be XML do ument types[10℄; see Cardelli [5℄ for an interesting presentation on
this and related topi s. Even though it is a fas inating area, we will not pursue
the question of how various types will be handled within a traditional sequential
programming language. We merely assume that a result produ ed by a site an
be assigned to a program variable.
We introdu e a type, alled signal, whi h has exa tly one value. Its purpose
is to indi ate the termination of some expression evaluation.
2.3 States hanged by site alls

A site all an potentially a e t the state of the external world in addition to
returning a value to the lient. The state hanges ould be one of the following:
(1) no (dis ernible) state hange (2) a permanent state hange, or (3) a tentative
state hange.
A site whi h is a fun tion (in the stri t mathemati al sense) auses no state
hange. (Although its exe ution onsumes resour es, su h aspe ts are not relevant to our work.) Similarly, a query on a database does not ause visible state
hange, though it may have the benign side-e e t of a hing the data for faster
a ess in the future.
A all to an Email site auses a permanent state hange in the mailbox of
the intended re ipient. This state hange annot be rolled ba k. Any roll-ba k
strategy is appli ation dependant, say, by sending a an ellation message, whi h
has to be interpreted appropriately by the re ipient.
A all to a site that implements a transa tion will usually ause a tentative
state hange. Imagine booking an airline ti ket through its web site or trading
sto ks online at a brokerage servi e. The tentative state hanges are made
permanent only by expli it ommitment (i.e., the user on rms the pur hase of
the airline ti ket or buys the sto k). If the transa tion is not on rmed in a
timely manner, the state hanges are rolled ba k.
A transa tion an be regarded as an atomi instru tion whi h is either exe uted ompletely or not at all. This permits us to build larger omputational
8

Table 1: Fundamental Sites
0
never responds.
let(x; y;   ) returns a tuple onsisting of the values of its arguments.
Clo k
returns the urrent time at the server of this site as an integer.
Atimer(t) where t is integer and t  Clo k, returns a signal at time t.
Rtimer(t) where t is integer and t  0, returns a signal after exa tly t time units.
Signal
returns a signal immediately. It is same as Rtimer(0).
if (b )
where b is boolean, returns a signal if b is true, and
it remains silent (i.e., does not respond) if b is false.
units by omposing the atomi instru tions in various ways. And a transa tion
has no permanent e e t unless it is ommitted. This permits us to explore
alternative omputations, ea h omputation being a series of transa tions, and
to ommit to a spe i omputation (i.e., all transa tions in it), only after observing the results of di erent omputations. For example, a lient may book
ti kets at di erent airlines, ompare their pri es and then on rm the heapest
one. In a forth oming paper, we des ribe a proto ol to sele t and ommit an
appropriate subset of transa tions that are invoked during a omputation.
2.4 Some Fundamental Sites

We de ne a few sites in Table 1 that are fundamental to e e tive programming
in Or . The Zero site, written as 0, never responds. Sites let, Clo k, Signal
and if respond immediately (or may not respond at all, in the ase of if ). The
timer sites |Clo k, Atimer and Rtimer| are used for omputations involving
time-outs. Time is measured lo ally by the server on whi h the lient (and the
timer) reside. Sin e the timer is a lo al site, the lient experien es no network
delay in alling the timer or re eiving a response from it; this means that the
signal from the timer an be delivered at exa tly the right moment. With t = 0,
Rtimer responds immediately. Sites Atimer and Rtimer di er only in having
absolute and relative values of time as their arguments, respe tively. They are
related as follows, where the urrent lo k value is .
Atimer(t)  Rtimer(t )
Rtimer(u)  Atimer(u + )
3 Syntax and Semanti s
We des ribe the syntax and operational semanti s of Or in this se tion. The
notation, whi h we have outlined in se tion 1.1, is quite simple, and an be
adapted easily for many sequential host languages.

9

Table 2: Syntax of Or
E 2 Expression Name
M 2 Site
x; z 2 Variable
2 Constant
P 2 List of A tual Parameter
Q 2 List of Formal Parameter
p 2 A tual P arameter ::= M
Site
x
Variable or stru ture
Constant
q 2 F ormal P arameter ::= M
Site
x
Variable or stru ture
Or Statement ::= z :2 E (P )
Evaluate E (P ) and assign to z
Expression Defn ::= E (Q)  f
De ne expression E
f; g 2 Expression ::= 0
Zero site; never responds
M (P )
Site all
E (P )
Expression all
f g
Symmetri Parallel Composition
f >x> g
Sequential Composition
f where x :2 g
Asymmetri Parallel Composition
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

3.1 Syntax

The syntax of Or appears in Table 2. Note that a parameter an be a site name;
therefore, a site all may be made to a parameter. Hen eforth, we abbreviate
f >x> g to f  g if x is of no on ern (i.e., there is no referen e to x in g).
The following are examples of Or expressions. Here, M , N and R are sites,
x and y are variables and E is an expression de ned separately.
N (x), M  N (x), M >x> N (x), E (x; y)  N (x)
(M  0 (N (x) where x :2 R N (y)))
j

j

We list the operators in in reasing order
of pre eden e (binding power):
 , :2 , where , , >x> .
Operator >x> is right asso iative. So
M >x> (N (x) R) >y> S (y) is
M >x> ((N (x) R) >y> S (y)).
Binding powers of the operators
j

j

j
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Well-formed expressions The free variables of an expression are de ned as
follows, where M is a site or an expression name and L is a list of its a tual

parameters.
free (0) = fg
free (M (L)) = fxj x 2 Lg
free (f g) = free (f ) [ free (g)
free (f >x> g) = free (f ) [ (free (g) fxg)
free (f where x :2 g) = (free (f ) fxg) [ free (g)
Variable x is bound in f if it is named in f and is not free. In the host
program, Or statement y :2 E (L) is well-formed if the variable parameters in
L are variables of the host language program. Expression de nition E (L)  f
is well-formed if the set of free variables of f is a subset of L.
j

We write
(f where x :2 g) where y :2 h
also as

Notational onventions

f

where x :2 g
y :2 h
or, (f where x :2 g; y :2 h).
We use two forms of bra kets, () and fg, in writing expressions so that they
are easier to read. They are inter hangeable.
3.2 Operational semanti s

In this se tion, we des ribe the semanti s of Or in operational terms.
Evaluation of an expression (for a ertain set of global variable values) yields
a stream of values; additionally, the evaluation may all ertain sites ausing
hanges in their states.
3.2.1 Site all

The simplest expression is a site name without parameters. To evaluate the
expression, all the site and the value returned by the site be omes the (only)
value of the expression.
A site all with parameters is stri t ; that is, the site is alled only when all
its parameters are de ned. The parameters and return value of a site an be
of any type (see se tion 2.2), in luding a site name whi h an be alled later in
the Or expression.

11

3.2.2 Expression all

An expression all is synta ti ally similar to a site all, with the name of an expression repla ing a site name. However, there are several semanti di eren es.
First, a site all produ es at most one value whereas an expression may
produ e many.
Se ond, alling an expression starts evaluation of a new instan e of that
expression; that is f  f refers to two di erent instan es of f . A site all,
typi ally, will not reate new instan es of the site, but will queue its allers and
serve them in some order.
Third, a site all is stri t in that its a tual parameter values are de ned
before the all. An expression all is non-stri t; evaluation of an expression
begins when it is alled, even if some of its a tual parameters are unde ned. See
se tions 3.2.6 and 3.3.3 for elaboration.
3.2.3 Sequential omposition

Operator  and its more general form >x> allow sequen ing of site alls.
We rst take up the simpler ase,  . Expression M  N rst alls M , and on
re eiving the response from M alls N . The value of the expression is the value
returned by N . Site N annot referen e the value returned by M . Operator 
is asso iative.
Consider
Rtimer(1)  Email(address; message)
whi h sends an email after unit delay and returns a signal (the value from
Email). And Rtimer(1)  Rtimer(1) has the same e e t as Rtimer(2). Expression
Email(address1; message)
 Email(address2; message)

 Notify

sends two emails in sequen e and then alls Notify .
The examples we have shown so far ea h produ e at most one value. In this
ase,  has the same meaning as the sequen ing operator in a onventional
sequential language (like \;" in Java). For expression f  g, where f and g are
general Or expressions, f produ es a stream of values, and ea h value auses
a fresh evaluation of g. The values produ ed by all instan es of g in the timeorder is the stream produ ed by f  g. Note that during the evaluation of
f  g, threads for both f and g may be exe uting simultaneously. We elaborate
on this below and after introdu ing more general Or expressions.
3.2.4 Value passing
In M  N , we have merely spe i ed an order of site alls without showing how
N may referen e the value produ ed by M . We write M >x> N (x) to assign
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name x to the value produ ed by M , whi h allows N to referen e this value.
Operator >x> is right asso iative; so
M >x> (N (x) R) >y> S (x; y) is
M >x> f(N (x) R) >y> S (x; y)g.
That is, the s ope of x is as far to the right as possible over a hain of  . We
an show that >x> is asso iative, i.e.,
(f >x> g) >y> h = f >x> (g >y> h)
if both sides of the identity are well-formed, i.e., if x is not a free variable of h.
For general Or expressions f and g, f >x> g assigns name x to every value
produ ed by f . Ea h value is referen ed in a di erent thread (an instan e of g)
as x. For example, suppose f produ es three values, 0, 1 and 2. We show the
omputation of f >x> M (x) s hemati ally in gure 1. Here, ea h path in the
tree is an independent thread.
j

j

f
0
x=0
M(x)

1

2

x=1

x=2

M(x)

M(x)

Figure 1: Computation of f >x> M (x)
The same variable name may be used more than on e as in
M >x> N (x) >x> R(x), whi h is
M >x> (N (x) >x> R(x)).
It is best to avoid reuse of x, instead writing M >x> N (x) >y> R(y).
3.2.5 Symmetri parallel omposition

Using the sequen ing operator, we an only reate single-threaded omputations. We introdu e to permit symmetri reations of multiple threads.
Evaluation of (M N ) reates two parallel threads (one for M and one for N ),
and produ es values returned by both threads in the order in whi h they are
omputed. Given that CNN and BBC are two sites that return newspages,
CNN BBC may potentially return two newspages. (It may return zero, one
or two values depending on how many sites respond.)
In general, evaluation of f g, where f and g are Or expressions, reates
two threads to ompute f and g, whi h may, in turn, spawn more threads.
The result from ea h thread is a stream of values. The result from f g is
the merge of these two streams in time order. If both threads produ e values
simultaneously, their merge order is arbitrary. Operator is ommutative and
asso iative.
j

j

j

j

j

j
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In traditional thread-based languages, f g returns a single value, either
the rst value omputed by one of the threads or a tuple of values ombining
the rst one from ea h thread. The rst strategy makes a ommitment to
the rst value, dis arding all other values. The se ond strategy, often alled
fork-join parallelism, requires both threads to deliver results before pro eeding
with further omputation. In Or , ea h value from either thread is treated
independently in further omputations. Therefore, (f g)  h reates multiple
threads of h, one for ea h value from f g. The two traditional omputation
styles an be expressed in Or , as we will show later.
Consider the expression (M N ) >x> R. The evaluation starts by reating
two threads to evaluate M and N . Suppose M returns a value rst. This value
is alled x and R is alled. If N returns a value next, R is alled again with a
new value of x. That is, ea h value from (M N ) spawns a thread for evaluating
the remaining part of the expression.
Expressions M M and M are di erent; the former makes two parallel
alls to M , and the latter makes just one. And M  (N R) is di erent from
M  N M  R. In the rst ase, exa tly one all is made to M , and N and
R are alled after M responds. In the se ond ase, two parallel alls are made
to M , and N and R are alled only after the orresponding alls respond. The
di eren e is signi ant when M returns di erent values for ea h all, and N and
R use those values. The two omputations are depi ted pi torially in gure 2.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

M
N

M
R

M

N

(a)

R
(b)

Figure 2: (a) M  (N R) and (b) M  N
Earlier, we wrote
Email(address1; message)
 Email(address2; message)
j

j

M R

 Notify

to send two emails and then all Notify . Below, we send the emails in parallel
and all Notify on re eiving ea h response.
f Email(address1; message)
Email(address2; message)g
j

 Notify

Here, Notify is potentially alled twi e, on e for ea h response from Email.
The operators  , >x> and an only reate threads, not destroy them.
Our next operator permits us to terminate parts of an expression evaluation
sele tively.
j
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3.2.6 Asymmetri parallel omposition

An expression with a where lause (hen eforth, alled a where expression), has
the form ff where x :2 gg. Expression f may name x as a parameter in
some of its site alls. Evaluation of the where expression pro eeds as follows.
Evaluate f and g in parallel. When g returns a result, assign the value to x and
terminate evaluation of g. During evaluation of f , any site all whi h does not
name x as a parameter may pro eed, but site alls in whi h x is a parameter
are deferred until x a quires a value. The stream of values produ ed by f under
this evaluation strategy is the stream produ ed by ff where x :2 gg.
A useful appli ation of where is in pruning the omputation sele tively, by
destroying ertain threads. Consider (M N ) >x> R(x) where ea h value
produ ed by (M N ) reates an instan e of R(x). To reate just one thread for
R(x), orresponding to the rst value produ ed by (M N ), use
fR(x) where x :2 (M N )g
In se tion 3.2.5, expression
f Email(address1; message)
Email(address2; message)g
j

j

j

j

j

 Notify

auses Notify to be (potentially) alled twi e. Below, Notify is alled just on e
after both alls to Email respond.
flet(u; v)  Notify
where
u :2 Email(address1; message)
v :2 Email(address2; message)g
Expression alls are non-stri t be ause the semanti s of where demand it.
In fF (x) where x :2 gg, where F is the name of an expression, the semanti s
of where require that we start the evaluation of F (x) and g simultaneously, i.e.,
before x has a value. An implementation has to pass x by referen e (where the
value of x will be stored when it is de ned) to F .
3.2.7 Zero Site
The Zero site, written

as 0, never responds (so, an implementation need not
all the site). This is the only spe i site whi h appears in the theory.
Use fEmail(address1; message)  0 Notify g to send an email and all
Notify simultaneously. The rst alternative never returns a value. (A site like
Email is alled an asyn hronous pro edure in polyphoni C # [1℄; no response
is needed from it to pro eed with the main omputation.)
j
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3.2.8 Expression De nition

Essential to program stru turing is the ability to write a long expression in
terms of other expressions that are de ned separately. In Or , an expression is
de ned by its name, a list of parameters whi h serve as its global variables, and
an expression whi h serves as its body. As an example, onsider the de nition
Asyn h(M; N )  M  0 N
whi h de nes the name Asyn h, spe i es its formal parameters (sites M and
N ) and its body. Another expression may all it, for example, in
Asyn h(Email(address1; message); Notify ).
As another example, sites P and Q manage the alendars of two di erent
professors. Calling P (t), where t is a time, returns t if the orresponding professor an attend a meeting at t, and it is silent (i.e., returns no value), otherwise.
Expression P meetQ has two parameters, u and v, whi h are two possible meeting times, and it outputs the times (out of u and v) when both P and Q an
meet. So, it may produ e 0, 1 or 2 outputs.
P meetQ(u; v) 
fP (u)  let(x) where x :2 Q(u)g
fP (v)  let(x) where x :2 Q(v)g
j

j

3.2.9 Re ursive de nitions of expressions

Naming expressions has the additional bene t that we an use the name of
an expression in its own de nition, getting a re ursive de nition. Below is an
expression whi h emits a signal every time unit, starting immediately.
Metronome  Signal Rtimer(1)  Metronome
Parameters may appear in re ursive alls in the usual fashion. De ne a
bounded metronome to generate n signals at unit intervals, starting immediately. We permit pattern mat hing over parameter values in the same style as
Haskell[15℄.
BMetronome (0)
0
BMetronome (n + 1) 
Signal Rtimer(1)  BMetronome (n)
In the following example, we use Metronome to implement an iterative omputation. Let site Query return a value, perhaps di erent ones at di erent
times. And, site A ept(x) returns x if x is a eptable a ording to some riterion, and is silent otherwise. It is required to produ e all a eptable values by
alling Query at unit intervals forever.
RepeatQuery 
Metronome  Query >x> A ept(x)
j

j
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Or, produ e all a eptable values by alling Query at unit intervals n times.
RepeatQuery (n) 
BMetronome (n)  Query >x> A ept(x)
Using only the basi omposition operators, an expression an produ e only
a bounded number of values. As we see in Metronome , re ursive de nitions
allow unbounded omputations. Many more examples of the use of re ursion
appear throughout this paper.
3.2.10 Starting and ending a omputation

A omputation is started from a host language program by exe uting an Or
statement

z :2 E (L)

where z is a variable of the host program, E is the name of an expression and L
is a list of a tual parameters. All variable parameters in L are variables of the
host language program, and they have values before E 's evaluation starts. (This
is unlike alls to expressions made during evaluation of an Or expression. Then,
the parameters may not have values when the expression evaluation begins.) To
exe ute this statement, start the evaluation of a fresh instan e of E with a tual
parameter values substituted for the formal ones, assign the rst value produ ed
to z, and then terminate the evaluation. If expression evaluation produ es no
value, the exe ution of the statement does not terminate.
In many distributed programming appli ations, expression evaluation never
produ es a value though it has e e ts on the external world through its site
alls. Several su h examples appear in se tions 4 and 6. In su h ases, the Or
statement should be pla ed within a thread of the host language program with
the expe tation of non-termination.
3.3 Non-determinism and Referential Transparen y
3.3.1 Angeli non-determinism
In evaluating (M j N )  R, it is tempting to a ept the rst value
for (M j N ) and all R only with this input, a form of demoni hoi

omputed
e. But we
reje t this strategy, be ause we would like to explore all possible omputation
paths denoted by the expression. That is, we employ angeli non-determinism.
Therefore, we all R with all values returned by M and N . And R may respond
after, say, N has returned its value, but fail to respond after M . One pleasing
out ome of this evaluation strategy is that we have the identity (see se tion 5),
(M N )  R = M  R N  R,
and, more generally, the following distributivity law over expressions f , g and
h.
j

j
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(Right Distributivity of  over )
(f g)  h = (f  h g  h)
See se tion 4.10 for a solution to the eight queens problem whi h exploits
angeli non-determinism.
j

j

j

3.3.2 Demoni Nondeterminism

In a fun tional programming language like Haskell[15℄, the where onstru t provides a onvenient me hanism for program stru turing and eÆ ient evaluation of
expressions. It is not a ne essity be ause of referential transparen y: a variable
de ned by a where lause an be eliminated from an expression by repla ing
its o urren e by its de nition.
In Or , the where lause is essential to implement demoni nondeterminism: to a ept a single value of an Or expression and dis ard the remaining
ones. Therefore,
let(x)  M
where
x :2 N R
is not equivalent to
(N R) >x> M
In the rst ase, evaluation of (N R) is terminated after it returns a value.
Therefore, M is alled at most on e. In the se ond ase, ea h value returned
by (N R) for es a fresh evaluation of M . The se ond form of programming
(angeli ) allows us to explore all possible omputation paths, and the rst form
(demoni ) permits a more eÆ ient evaluation strategy, used when only some of
the paths need to be explored.
j

j

j

j

3.3.3 Referential Transparen y

Or is referentially transparent: the name of an expression an be repla ed by its
body in any ontext to yield an equivalent expression. We list some equivalen es
in se tion 5.
We show that referential transparen y and the semanti s of where expressions
for e us to implement non-stri t evaluation of expressions. Consider the example
of parallel-or (se tion 4.8) whi h we reprodu e below.
P arallel or 
fif (x) if (y) or (x; y)
where
x :2 M
y :2 N g
De ne
j

j
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P or(u; v) 
fif (u) j if (v)

j

or (u; v)g

Under referential transparen y,
fP or(x; y)
where
x :2 M
y :2 N g
has the same semanti s as P arallel or. This requires us to all P or as soon as
the evaluation of the where expression starts, i.e., before x and y have values.
3.4 Small Examples

We give a number of small examples to familiarize the reader with the programming notation. Some fundamental programming idioms appear in the next
se tion and a few longer examples appear in se tion 6.
Make four requests to site M , in intervals of one

Timing thread reations

time unit ea h.

M
Rtimer(1)  M
j Rtimer (2)  M
j Rtimer (3)  M
If site M returns result v before t time units, set z to v; if after t (or never),
set z to 0; if at t, set z to either value.
z :2 M j Rtimer(t)  let(0)
j

If the omputation shown above is to be embedded as part of a larger expression evaluation, we write
flet(z ) where z :2 M Rtimer(t)  let(0)g
j

Sele tive timing with threads Re eive N 's response as soon as possible,
but no earlier than one time unit from now. Expression Rtimer(1)  N delays
alling N for a time unit and expression fN >x> Rtimer(1)  let(x)g delays
produ ing the response for a unit after it is re eived. What we want is to all N
immediately but delay its response until a time unit has passed. The following
expression a hieves this.
DelayedN  fRtimer(1)  let(u) where u :2 N g
We an use this expression to give priority to M over N in the following
manner: Request M and N for values, but give priority to M by allowing its
response to overtake N 's response provided it arrives within the rst time unit.
We write
x :2 M DelayedN
j
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Flow rate al ulation Count the number of values produ ed by expression
f in 10 time units. We use a lo al site ount whi h implements a ounter. The
initial value of the ounter is 0; alling ount:in in rements the ounter and
returns a signal, and ount:read returns the ounter value. In this solution, the
value returned by ount:in is expli itly ignored, be ause we are only interested

in produ ing a single value after 10 time units.
f  ount:in  0 Rtimer(10)  ount:read
This expression an be used to ompare the rate at whi h two sour es (say,
expressions f and g) are produ ing values. We may then hoose one sour e over
another when both are produ ing the same stream of values. Flow rate omputation is important in many appli ations. Cardelli and Davies [6℄ introdu es a
basi language onstru t to ompute ow rates for bit streams.
j

Call a list of sites and tally the number
of responses re eived in a ertain time interval. Below, tally(L) implements this
spe i ation where L is a list of sites, m is a ( xed) argument for ea h site all,
and the time interval is 10 units. This example illustrates the use of re ursion
over a list. We use the Haskell [15℄ notation for lists, denoting an empty list
by [ ℄, and a list with head x and tail xs by (x : xs). Below, site all add(u; v)
returns the sum of u and v.
tally([ ℄)
 let(0)
tally(x : xs) 
fadd(u; v)
where
u :2 x(m)  let(1) Rtimer(10)  let(0)
v :2 tally(xs)g

Re ursive de nition with time-out

j

4 Programming Idioms
Lexi al onventions Or does not in lude any fa ility for doing primitive
operations on data, su h as arithmeti or predi ate evaluation. We have to all
spe i sites to arry out su h operations. For example, to add x and y we
need to all add(x; y), whi h returns their sum. In our examples, we take the
liberty of writing x + y as an arithmeti expression; it is easily onverted to an
Or expression by a ompiler. Similarly, we write expressions over booleans,
lists and other data types. And we use the fundamental sites de ned in Table 1
(page 9).
We use quanti ation in the following form: ( j i : 0  i  2 : Pi ) is an
abbreviation for (P j P j P ). Similarly, ff where (8i : 0  i  2 : xi :2 gi)g
is ff where x :2 g ; x :2 g ; x :2 g g. We omit the range of i when it is
lear from the ontext.
0

0

1

0

1

2

1

2

2
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4.1 Sequential omputing

Or is not intended as a repla ement for sequential programming. Yet its onstru ts an be used to simulate ontrol stru tures of sequential programming
languages, as we show in this se tion.
Sequen ing The sequential program fragment (S ; T ) is (S  T ) in Or .
If S is an assignment statement x := e, the Or ode is (E >x> T ) where
Or expression E returns the (single) value of e. This en oding also supports

reassignments of variables.

Conditional exe ution

A typi al if-then-else statement,

if b then S else T
where b is a predi ate, is oded in Or as
if (b )  S j if (:b )  T
Note that of the two threads reated here, only one an pro eed to ompute
a value. As a spe i example, the following expression returns the absolute
value of its numeri al argument.
absolute(x) 
if (x  0)  let(x) j if (x < 0)  let( x)

A typi al loop in an imperative program has the form
while b do x := S (x)
where x may be a set of variables. We simulate this ode fragment in Or as
follows; the value returned by the Or expression is that of x.
loop(x) 
if (b )  S (x) >y> loop(y) if (:b )  let(x)
Consider a typi al program whi h starts with an initialization, followed by
a loop and a terminating omputation.
x := x ;
while b do x := S (x);
return T (x)
This is equivalent in Or to floop(x ) >x> T (x)g.

Iteration

j

0

0
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4.2 Kleene Star and Primitive Re ursion

In the theory of regular expressions, M  denotes the set of strings formed by
on atenating zero or more M symbols. By analogy, we would like to de ne an
expression, Mstar (x), whi h returns the stream of results
x; M (x); M (x) >y> M (y);
M (x) >y> M (y) >z > M (z ); : : :
Our de nition of this expression is
Mstar (x)  let(x) M (x) >y> Mstar (y)
Closely related Mstar (x) is Mplus (x) whi h returns the same stream as Mstar (x)
ex ept its very rst value, i.e., the stream
M (x); M (x) >y> M (y);
M (x) >y> M (y) >z > M (z ); : : :
We de ne
Mplus (x)  M (x) >y> (let(y) Mplus (y))
More general expressions whi h take M as parameter are,
Star(M; x)  let(x) M (x) >y> Star(M; y)
P lus(M; x)  M (x) >y> (let(y) P lus(M; y))
j

j

j

j

Consider a numeri al
analysis program whi h omputes its nal value by su essive approximations
from an initial value. It he ks ea h produ ed value for a onvergen e riterion,
and stops the omputation on e a onvergent value is found (i.e., one that meets
the onvergen e riterion).
Site Re ne (x) returns a re ned approximation of x; and Converge ?(x) returns x if x is a onvergent value, it is silent otherwise. We de ne Re neStream (x)
whi h returns a stream of su essive approximationsstarting from x, and Re neConverge (x)
whi h returns the substream of Re neStream(x) of onvergent values.
Re neStream (x) 
Star(Re ne ; x)
Re neConverge (x) 
Re neStream (x) >y> Converge?(y)
Use flet(z) where z :2 Re neConverge (x)g to stop the omputation after
nding the rst onvergent value.

Creating a stream of su essive approximations
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4.3 Arbitration

A fundamental problem in on urrent omputing is arbitration : to hoose between two threads and let only one pro eed. Arbitration is the essen e of mutual
ex lusion. In pro ess algebras like CCS and CSP, spe i operators are in luded
to allow arbitration; in very simple terms, :P + :Q is a pro ess whi h behaves
as pro ess P if a tion happens and as Q if happens.
In Or terms, and orrespond to sites Alpha and Beta and P and Q
are expressions. We have the expression Alpha  P Beta  Q, though we
evaluate only one of the threads, P or Q, depending on whi h site, Alpha
or Beta, responds rst. (This is similar, though not identi al, to the pro ess
algebra expression, where only one of or su eeds; here, we have to attempt
both Alpha and Beta, and hoose one when both su eed.) Below, ag re ords
whi h of Alpha and Beta responds rst.
if ( ag )  P if (: ag )  Q
where
ag :2 (Alpha  let(true)) (Beta  let(false))
If P and Q use the values returned by Alpha and Beta, modify the program:
if ( ag )  let(x)  P if (: ag )  let(x)  Q
where
(x ; ag ):2
Alpha >y> let(y; true)
Beta >y> let(y; false)
An important spe ial ase of arbitration involves time-out: run P if Alpha
responds within 1 time unit, otherwise run Q. This amounts to en oding Beta
as Rtimer(1). A more detailed treatment of time-out appears next.
The Or model permits more omplex arbitration proto ols, su h as, exe ute
one of P , Q and R, depending how many sites out of Alpha, Beta and Gamma
respond within 10 time units.
j

j

j

j

j

4.4 Time-out

For time-out with f , write ff Rtimer(t)  let(x)g, whi h either returns a
result from f , or times out after t units and returns x. A typi al programming
paradigm is to all site M and return a pair (x; b) as the value, where b is true
if M returns x before the time-out, and false if there is a time-out. In the latter
ase, x is irrelevant.
let(z )
where
z :2
M >y> let(y; true)
Rtimer(t) >y> let(y; false)
j

j
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As a more involved example, all Re ne repeatedly (starting with initial
value x ) and return the last value (the most re ned) before time t. Below,
BestRe ne (t; x) implements this spe i ation. It returns x if there is a timesout; else it returns BestRe ne (t; y), where y is the value returned by Re ne
before the time-out.
BestRe ne (t; x) 
if (b)  BestRe ne (t; y) if (:b)  let(x)
where
(y; b):2
Re ne (x) >y> let(y; true)
Atimer(t) >y> let(y; false)
The parameter t of BestRe ne is an absolute time. To modify the argument
to a relative time h, de ne BestRe neRel (h; x) as follows.
BestRe neRel (h; x) 
lo k >y> BestRe ne (y + h; x)
0

j

j

4.5 Fork-join Parallelism

In on urrent programming, we often need to spawn two independent threads
at a point in the omputation, and resume the omputation after both threads
omplete. Su h an exe ution style is alled fork-join parallelism. There is no
spe ial onstru t for fork-join in Or , but it is easy to ode su h omputations.
The following ode fragment alls sites M and N in parallel and returns their
values as a tuple after they both omplete their exe utions.
f let(u; v)
where u :2 M
v :2 N
g

As a simple appli ation of fork-join, onsider refreshing a display devi e at
unit time intervals. The display is drawn by alling site Draw with a triple: a
given s reen image, keyboard inputs and the mouse position. We use Metronome
(see se tion 3.2.9, page 16) to generate a signal at every unit, then start independent threads to a quire the image, keyboard inputs and the mouse position,
and on ompletion of all three threads, all Draw. We ode this as
Metronome

 f let(i; k; m)

where i :2 Image
k :2 Keyboard
m :2 Mouse
g
>(i; k; m)>
Draw(i; k; m)
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The impli it assumption in this ode is that i, k and m are evaluated faster
than the refresh rate of one time unit.
4.6 Syn hronization

Syn hronization of threads is fundamental in on urrent omputing. There is no
spe ial ma hinery for syn hronization in Or ; a where expression provides the
ne essary ingredients for programming syn hronizations. Consider two threads
M  f and N  g; we wish to exe ute them independently, but syn hronize f
and g by starting them only after both M and N have ompleted.
f let(u; v)
where u :2 M
v :2 N g
 (f g)
If the values returned by M and N have to be passed on to f and g, respe tively,
we modify the expression to
f let(u; v)
where u :2 M
v :2 N g
>(u; v)>
(f g)
j

j

The form of syn hronization we have shown is
known in the literature as barrier syn hronization. In the general ase, ea h
independent thread exe utes a sequen e of phases. The (k + 1)th phase of a
thread is begun only if all threads have ompleted their kth phases. A straightforward generalization of the given expression solves the barrier syn hronization
problem.
Barrier syn hronization is ommon in s ienti omputing. For example,
Gauss-Siedel iteration pro eeds in phases where the (k + 1)th approximation
for all variables are omputed from their kth approximations. In heat transfer
omputation over a grid, the temperature at point (i; j ) at moment k + 1 is
the average temperature over its neighboring points at moment k. The omputation pro eeds until some onvergen e riterion is met (we assume that the
boundary points have onstant temperature). We give a sket h of heat transfer
omputation in Or .
Given the temperature matrix x for some moment, where xij is the temperature at grid point (i; j ), Re ne (x) produ es matrix y, the temperature at
the next moment. Site Next omputes the temperature at a point from its and
its neighbors' previous temperatures. Typi ally, it would return the average
temperature of the neighboring points of (i; j ) if (i; j ) is not a boundary point,
but it may implement more sophisti ated strategies. For a boundary point, the
neighboring temperatures are irrelevant and it returns the previous temperature.
The notation used below for enumerating yij should be self-explanatory.

Barrier syn hronization
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Re ne (x)
flet(y)

g


where
(8i; j :: yij :2
Next(xij ; x i
(

1)j

; x(i+1)j ; xi(j

1)

; xi(j+1) ))

As in se tion 4.2, we an get a onvergent value by using Re
Using this strategy, the heat transfer omputation is run by
z :2 Re neConverge (I )
where I is the initial temperature matrix.
4.7 Interrupt

neConverge .

Consider an Or expression whi h or hestrates the va ation planning for a family. It makes airline and hotel reservations by onta ting several sites and hoosing the most suitable ones a ording to the riteria set by the lient. Suppose
the lient de ides to an el va ation plans while the Or program is still exe uting. There is no me hanism for the lient to interrupt the program be ause an
Or expression is evaluated like an arithmeti expression, not as a pro ess whi h
waits to re eive messages. In this se tion, we show how an expression evaluation an be interrupted and, more importantly, how a di erent omputation
(su h as roll ba k) an be initiated in ase of interruption. This is important in
many pra ti al appli ations, su h B2B transa tions, where lients of a ompany
may interrupt its omputations by spe ifying new requirements, and vendors
may wish to renegotiate their promises about parts delivery. For the va ation
planner, an interruption by the lient may require it to an el any reservations
it may have made.
We have already seen a form of interrupt: time-out. To allow for general interrupts, set up sites Interrupt :set and Interrupt :get . An external agent
alls Interrupt :set to interrupt the evaluation of an expression. And, alling
Interrupt :get returns a signal only if Interrupt :set has been alled earlier. Note
the similarity of Interrupt to a semaphore, where set and get are the V and P
operations on the semaphore.
If a all on site M an be interrupted, use
let(z ) where z :2 M Interrupt:get
where z a quires a value from M or Interrupt:get. It is easy to extend this
solution to handle di erent types of interrupts, by waiting to re eive from many
possible interruption sites, and returning spe i odes for ea h kind of interrupt.
Often we wish to determine if there has been an interrupt. Then we return
a tuple whose rst omponent is the value from M (if any) and the se ond
omponent is a boolean to indi ate whether there has been an interrupt:
j
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let(z; b)
where
(z; b):2
M >y> let(y; true)
j Interrupt:get >y > let(y; false)

An easy generalization is to interrupt a stream. Below, expression allM
alls M repeatedly until it is interrupted. It produ es a stream of tuples:
(x; true) for value x re eived from M and ( ; false) for interrupt. It terminates
omputation after re eiving an interrupt.
allM 
let(x; b) if (b )  allM
where
(x ; b ):2
M >y> let(y; true)
Interrupt:get >y> let(y; false)
Typi ally, o urren e of an interrupt is followed by interrupt pro essing. An
expression whi h pro esses the values from M and the interrupt di erently is
shown below.
j

j

>(x; b)>

allM

f if (b )  \Normal pro essing using x"
j if (:b )  \Interrupt Pro essing" g

4.8 Non-stri t Evaluation; Parallel-or

A lassi problem in non-stri t evaluation is Parallel-or : omputation of x _ y
over booleans x and y. The value of x _ y is true if either variable value is true;
therefore, the expression evaluation may terminate even when one of the variable
values is unknown. In this se tion, we state the problem in Or terms, give a
simple solution, and show examples of its use in web servi es or hestration.
Suppose sites M and N return booleans. Compute the parallel-or of the
two booleans, i.e., (in a non-stri t fashion) return true as soon as either site
returns true and false only if both sites return false. In the following solution,
site or (x; y) returns x _ y.
fif (x) if (y) or (x; y)
where
x :2 M
y :2 N g
This solution may return up to three di erent values, depending on how
many of x and y are true. To return just one value, use
j

j
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flet(z )
where
z :2 if (x)
x :2 M
y :2 N g

j

if (y)

j

or (x; y)

A generalization of this expression for a list of sites is as follows.
Paror ([ ℄)
 let(false)
Paror (u : us) 
flet(z )
where
z :2 if (x) if (y) or (x; y)
x :2 u
y :2 Paror (us)g
We an use the strategy of parallel-or to evaluate any fun tion f of the form
8 p(x) if (x)
<
f (x; y) = q(y)
if d(y)
: r(x; y) otherwise
where x and y are re eived from di erent sites. Many sear h problems over
partitioned databases have this stru ture.
j

j

We show a typi al or hestration example in whi h parallelor plays a prominent role in one of the solutions.
There are two airlines A and B ea h of whi h returns a quote, i.e., the pri e
of a ti ket to a ertain destination. We show several variations in hoosing a
quote.
First, ompute the heapest quote. Below, Min is a site whi h returns the
minimum of its arguments.
fMin (x; y) where x :2 A, y :2 B g
Our next solution returns ea h quote that is below some threshold value ,
and there is no response if neither quote is below . Assume that site threshold
returns the value of its argument provided it is below , and it is silent otherwise.
Expression
(A B) >y> threshold (y)
returns ea h quote that is below the threshold. To obtain at most one su h
quote, we write
flet(z ) where z :2 (A B ) >y> threshold (y)g
To return any quote if it is below as soon as it is available, otherwise return
the minimum quote, we use the strategy of parallel-or.

Airline Booking

j

j
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fthreshold (x) j
where
x :2 A
y :2 B g

threshold (y)

j

Min (x; y)

4.9 Communi ating Pro esses

Or hestration is losely tied to distributed omputing. Traditional distributed
omputing is stru tured around a network of pro esses, where the pro esses
ommuni ate by parti ipating in events, or reading and writing into ommon
hannels. Pro esses are usually long-lived entities. In many ases, we do not
expe t a distributed omputation to terminate. Programming onstru ts of Or ,
as we have seen, an implement essential distributed omputing paradigms, su h
as arbitration, syn hronization and interrupt. We argue that they are also wellsuited for en oding pro ess-based omputations.
As a small example, onsider a light bulb whi h is ontrolled by two swit hes.
Flipping either swit h hanges the state of the bulb, from o to on and on to
o . This behavior is aptured by
Light 
flet(x) where x :2 swit h1 swit h2g




ChangeBulbState
Light

j

This expression never returns a value, but auses the light bulb to hange state
(using site ChangeBulbState). Note that only one of the swit h ips is re ognized if both swit hes are ipped before the bulb state hanges.
We introdu e hannels for ommuni ation among pro esses. It is
not an Or onstru t; ea h hannel has to be implemented by sites outside Or .
We assume in our examples that hannels are FIFO and unbounded, though
other kinds of hannels (in luding rendezvous-based ommuni ations) are easily
implemented through sites.
Channel has two methods, :get and :put, whi h are alled as sites from
an Or expression. Calling :put(m) adds item m to the end of the hannel and
returns a signal. Calling :get returns the value at the head of and removes
it from ; if the hannel is empty, :get queues the aller until it be omes nonempty.

Channel

We make no fairness assumption about the queuing dis ipline at
a site su h as :get. Calls are handled in arbitrary order and some aller may
never re eive a value even though values are being onstantly put in the hannel.
However, if is non-empty, the hannel sends a value to some aller of :get, and
this value is eventually re eived by the aller. Therefore, a all to :get during
an expression evaluation ompletes eventually if is non-empty and this is the
only aller.

Fairness
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A pro ess is an expression whi h, typi ally, names hannels whi h
are shared with other expressions. Shown below is a simple pro ess whi h reads
items from its input hannel , alls site Compute to do some omputations with
the item and then writes the result on output hannel e.
P ( ; e) 
:get >x> Compute (x) >y> e:put(y)  P ( ; e)
Pro ess P ( ; e) above produ es no value, though it writes on hannel e. To
output every value whi h is also written on e, de ne
Q( ; e) 
:get >x>
Compute (x) >y>
(let(y) e:put(y)  Q( ; e))
De ne pro ess P to read inputs from two input hannels, and d, independently, and write into e.
P  P ( ; e) P (d; e)
The following small example illustrates a dialog with a user pro ess. The
pro ess reads a positive integer as input from a terminal alled tty (whi h is a
hannel), he ks if the number is prime and outputs the result to the terminal.
It repeats these steps as long as input is provided to it.
Dialog 
tty:get
>x>
P rime?(x) >b>
tty:put(b) 
Pro ess

j

j

Dialog

Pro ess Network A pro ess network is a parallel omposition of pro esses.
There is no logi al di eren e between a pro ess and a network. For example,
P is de ned to be P ( ; e) P (d; e) above, and it may be regarded as a pro ess
whi h exe utes two threads simultaneously or as a network of two pro esses.
Let us build a pro ess whi h reads from a set of hannels i, where i ranges
over some set of indi es, and outputs all the items read into hannel e. That
is, the pro ess reates a fair merge of the input hannels. The de nition is
a generalization of P , shown above, for multiple input hannels, though the
Compute step is eliminated.
Multiplexor i 
i :get >y > e:put(y )  Multiplexor i
Multiplexor

( i :: Multiplexor i )
j

j
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Consider a set of pro esses, Qi, whi h share a resour e,
and a ess to the resour e has to be ex lusive. This is a mutual ex lusion, or
arbitration, problem and it is easily solved in Or .
Pro ess Qi writes its own id i to hannel i to request the resour e. We
employ the Multiplexor , above, to read the values from all i and write them to
hannel e. The arbiter reads a value i from e and alls site i:Grant to permit Qi
to use the resour e. After using the resour e, Qi returns a signal as the response
of site all i:Grant. Expression Mutex or hestrates mutual ex lusion.
Arbiter  e:get >i> i:Grant  Arbiter
Mutex
 Multiplexor Arbiter
Note that the solution is starvation-free for ea h Qi, be ause its request will be
read eventually from i , put in hannel e, read again from e and granted. This
assumes that every pro ess i releases the resour e eventually by responding
to i:Grant. The solution is easily modi ed to snat h the resour e from an
(unyielding) pro ess after a time-out.

Mutual ex lusion

j

We an ombine
many of the earlier idioms to ode more involved pro ess behavior. Consider,
for example, the Byzantine agreement proto ol [21℄, whi h runs for a number
of syn hronized rounds. In ea h round, a pro ess sends its own estimate (of the
onsensus value) to all pro esses, re eives estimates from all pro esses (in luding
itself), and omputes a revised estimate, whi h it sends in the next round. The
ommuni ations from pro ess i to j use hannel ij . We show the or hestration
of the steps, though we omit (the ru ial detail of) omputing a new estimate,
whi h we delegate to a site.
The sending of estimate v by pro ess i to all pro esses is oded by
Sendi (v)  Signal ( j :: ij :put(v)  0)
Evaluation of Sendi(v) returns a signal immediately and appends v to all outgoing hannels of i. The responses from ij :put(v) are ignored (by using  0).
Expression Readi en odes one round of message re eipt by pro ess i. Below,
X is a ve tor of estimates and Xj is its j th omponent.
Readi  let(X ) where (8j :: Xj :2 ji :get)
Pro ess i omputes a new estimate from X by alling Computei (X ).
A round at pro ess i is a sequen e of Sendi, Readi and Computei . De ne
Roundi (v; n) as n rounds of omputation at pro ess i starting with v as the
initial estimate. The result of Roundi(v; n) is a single estimate.
Roundi (v; 0)  let(v)
Roundi (v; n) 
Sendi (v) 
Readi >X >
Computei (X ) >u>
Roundi (u; n 1)
Syn hronized Communi ations: Byzantine Proto ol

j

j
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The entire algorithm is oded by Byz(V; n), where V is the ve tor of initial
estimates and n is the number of rounds. Below, i ranges over pro ess indi es.
Byz (V; n)  f i :: Roundi (Vi ; n)g
j

The dining philosophers is a fundamental problem of
shared resour e allo ation. We give a solution in Or whi h resembles a pro essbased solution given in Hoare [17℄. In this example, pro esses ommuni ate
using bounded bu ers.
There are N pro esses, alled Philosophers, where the ith pro ess is denoted
by Pi . The philosophers are seated around a table where the right neighbor of
Pi is Pi (hen eforth, i0 is (i + 1) mod N ). Every pair of neighbors share a fork.
The fork to the left of Pi is Forki and to his right is Forki . Philosopher i an
eat only if it holds both its left and right forks. Assume that a philosopher's life
y le onsists of repeating the following steps: a quire the two adja ent forks,
eat, and release the forks. Be ause of the seating arrangement, neighboring
philosophers are prevented from eating simultaneously.
Ea h Forki is a hannel whi h is either empty (if some philosopher holds
the orresponding fork) or has one signal (if no philosopher holds the fork). We
write Forki :put to send a signal along the hannel. Initially, ea h hannel holds
a signal.
A philosopher's life is depi ted by the following expression. Below, Eat
returns a signal on ompletion of eating.
Pi 
flet(x; y)  Eat  Forki :put  Forki :put
where x :2 Forki :get
y :2 Forki :get

Dining Philosophers

0

0

0

0

g

 Pi

Represent the ensemble of philosophers by
DP  ( i : 0  i < N : Pi )
j

It is well known that the given solution for dining philosophers has
the potential for deadlo k. To avoid deadlo k, philosophers pi k up their forks
in a spe i order: all ex ept P0 pi k up their left and then their right forks,
and P0 pi ks up its right and then its left fork.
P0 

Deadlo k

Fork1 :get
Fork1 :put

 Fork0 :get  Eat 
 Fork0 :put  P0

Pi , 1  i < N; 
Forki :get  Forki :get  Eat
Forki :put  Forki :put  Pi
0



0
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This example illustrates that the evaluation of an Or expression may lead to
deadlo k when it spawns threads whi h wait for ea h other. Sin e the threads
ommuni ate only through sites, deadlo k an be avoided if ea h site all is
guaranteed to return a result. Many distributed appli ations ommuni ate with
web servi es, like a sto k quote servi e, whi h have this property; so deadlo k
avoidan e is easily established in these ases. For other site alls, like :get on
hannel , there is no guarantee of re eiving a result. But by judi iously using
time-outs as alternatives of site alls in Or expressions, we an ensure that a
result is always delivered, and deadlo k is avoided.
4.10 Ba ktra k Sear h

For problems whi h are traditionally implemented by ba ktra king, we exploit
angeli non-determinism of Or to express their solutions su in tly. The evaluation of the Or expression will reate multiple threads, whi h may be implemented by ba ktra king. Among the problems whi h are easily oded are
parsing problems in language theory and ombinatorial sear h. We show the
solution to one well-known sear h problem below.
The eight queens problem is to pla e 8 queens on a hess board so that no queen an apture another.
Many interesting solutions appear in \Eight Queens In Many Programming
Languages" [25℄.
A pla ement of queens in the last i rows of the board, 0  i < 8, is alled
a on guration. A on guration is represented by a list of integers in the range
0 through 7, denoting the olumn in whi h the orresponding queen is pla ed.
A on guration is valid if none of the queens in it an apture any other. Site
all he k(x : xs), where (x : xs) is a non-empty on guration and xs is valid,
returns (x : xs) provided it is valid; if (x : xs) is not valid, it remains silent. We
an implement he k easily; determine if the queen at x an apture any of the
queens represented by xs.
Expression extend(x; n), where x is a valid on guration, n is an integer,
1  n and jxj + n  8, produ es all valid extensions of x by pla ing n additional
queens. The original problem is solved by alling extend([ ℄; 8), whi h yields all
possible solutions.
We de ne extend(x; n) as the n-fold appli ation of extend(x; 1). And extend(x; 1)
returns all valid extensions of x by one-position.
extend(x; n)  extend(x; 1) >y> extend(y; n 1)
extend(x; 1)  (8i : 0  i < 8 : he k(i : x))

A lassi al ba ktra king problem: Eight queens

5 Laws about Or Expressions
We list a number of laws about Or expressions. These laws are also valid for
regular expressions of language theory, whi h is a Kleene algebra [20℄. Some Or
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expressions an be regarded as regular expressions. An Or term is a symbol
of the alphabet. Constant 0 orresponds to the empty set. For this se tion,
we introdu e symbol 1 whi h orresponds to the set that ontains the empty
string. De ne (f >x> 1) as (f >x> let(x)), i.e., 1 is a site whi h reprodu es
the result of the last omputation. However, 1  f is not well de ned, be ause
the initial value of a omputation is not de ned. Therefore, the law (Left unit
of  ) holds only within a ontext where 1 is de ned.
Below, we treat only  , the spe ial ase of >x> . Operator  is asso iative. Operator >x> is right asso iative; and it is fully asso iative if both sides
in the following identity are well-formed.
(f >x> g) >y> h = f >x> (g >y> h)
Operators and  mimi alternation and on atenation. There is no
operator in Or orresponding to  of regular expressions, whi h we simulate
using re ursion. Additionally, Or in ludes the where operator, whi h has no
orresponden e in language theory.
All Or expressions in luding where expressions obey the laws given in this
se tion. They an be proved using the formal semanti s of Or [18℄.
j

5.1 Kleene laws

Below f , g and h are Or expressions.
(Zero and )
f 0 = f
(Commutativity of ) f g = g f
(Asso iativity of ) (f g) h = f (g h)
(Left zero of  )
0f = 0
(Left unit of  )
1f = f
(Right unit of  )
f 1 = f
(Asso iativity of  ) (f  g)  h = f  (g  h)
(Distr. of  over ) (f g)  h = (f  h g  h)
Some of the axioms of Kleene algebra do not hold in Or . First is the
idempoten e of , f f = f . Consider M and M M . These are di erent in
Or , be ause we make two alls to M in M M , and just one in M . Also, M
may return two di erent results for the two alls made in M M .
In Kleene algebra, 0 is both a right and a left zero. In Or , it is only a
left zero; that is, f  0 = 0 does not hold. Even though neither f  0 nor 0
produ es a value, evaluation of f  0 may ause hanges in the external world,
but 0 has no su h e e t.
Another axiom of Kleene algebra whi h does not hold in Or is the left
distributivity of  over ,
f  (g h) = (f  g) (f  h)
To see why, onsider M  (N R). Here, M is alled on e and the value it
returns is used in the evaluations of both N and R. In (M  N M  R),
j

j

j
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evaluations of M  N and M  R are treated independently, M being alled
on e for ea h subexpression. The left distributivity axiom holds if f is a fun tion;
in this ase, it has no impa t on the external world, and it always returns the
same value.
5.2 Laws about where expressions

The following identities for where expressions hold when both sides of an identity are well-formed.
(Distributivity over  )
ff  g where x :2 hg = ff where x :2 hg  g
(Distributivity over )
ff g where x :2 hg = ff where x :2 hg g
(Distributivity over where )
fff where x :2 gg where y :2 hg =
fff where y :2 hg where x :2 gg
For the laws given above, both sides of an identity must be he ked synta ti ally for well-formedness. Unlike the laws in se tion 5, both sides may not be
well-formed if only one side is. Consider
p = (M N (x) where x :2 g)
A ording to (Distributivity over ), p is equal to q and r where
q = (M where x :2 g) N (x)
r = (N (x) where x :2 g) M
Expression r is well-formed though q is not, be ause x in the term N (x) is not
bound to any variable. So, p 6= q though p = r.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

6 Longer Examples
6.1 Work ow oordination

In this se tion, we onsider a typi al work ow appli ation, where a number of
a tivities have to be oordinated by having them o ur in a designated sequen e.
The problem, whi h appears in Choi et. al.[7℄, is to arrange a visit of a speaker.
An oÆ e assistant onta ts the speaker, proposing a set of possible dates for the
visit. The speaker responds by hoosing one of the dates. The assistant then
onta ts Hotel and Airline sites. He sends the hotel and airline information to
the speaker who sends an a knowledgment. Only after re eiving the a knowledgment, the assistant on rms both the hotel and the airline reservations. The
assistant then reserves a room for the le ture, announ es the le ture (by posting
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it at an appropriate web-site) and requests the audio-visual te hni ian to he k
the equipment in the room prior to the le ture.
In our solution, we employ the following sites.
GetDate(p; s): onta t speaker p with a list of possible dates s; the response
is a single date from s.
Hotel (d): onta t several hotels for a 2-night stay, leaving on date d. The
response is the name of the hosen hotel, its lo ation, pri e for the room
and the on rmation number. This site implements the preferen es of the
speaker and the organization.
Airline(d): similar to Hotel .
A k(p; t): same as GetDate ex ept tuple t is sent and only an a knowledgment
is expe ted as a response.
Con rm (t): on rm reservation t (for a hotel or airline).
Room(d): reserve a room for one hour on date d. The response is the room
number and the time of the day.
Announ e(p; q): announ e the le ture with speaker information (from p), and
room and time (from q).
AV (q): onta t the audio-visual te hni ian with room and time (in q).
We have stru tured the solution as a sequen e: (1) onta t the speaker and
a quire a date of visit, d, (2) make both hotel (h) and airline (a) reservations (3)
a quire the a knowledgment from the speaker for h and a, (4) on rm the hotel
and the airline, (5) reserve a room (q), and (6) announ e the visit and onta t
the audio-visual te hni ian. The value produ ed by evaluating the expression is
of no signi an e.
Visit (p; s) 
GetDate(p; s) >d>
flet(h; a) where h :2 Hotel (d); a :2 Airline(d)g
>(h; a)>
A k(p; (h; a)) 
flet(x; y) where x :2 Con rm (h); y :2 Con rm (a)g

Room(d)
>q>
flet(x; y) where x :2 Announ e(p; q); y :2 AV (q)g
The problem of arranging a visit is typi ally more elaborate than what has
been shown: the speaker needs to be pi ked up at the airport and the hotel,
lun hes and dinners have to be arranged, and meetings with the appropriate
individuals have to be s heduled. These additional tasks add no omplexity, just
bulk, to the solution. They would be oded as separate sites and or hestrated
by the top-level solution. Also, we have not onsidered failure in this solution,
whi h would be handled through time-outs and retries.
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6.2 Or hestrating an au tion

We onsider an example of a typi al web-based appli ation, running an au tion
for an item. First, the item is advertised by alling site Adv, whi h posts its
des ription and a minimum bid pri e at a web site. Bidders put their bids on
spe i hannels, and we use the Multiplexor from page 30 to merge all the bids
into a single hannel, .
We onsider three variations on the au tion strategy, Au tioni(v), 1  i  3.
We start the au tion by exe uting
z :2 Au tioni (V )
where 1  i  3 and V is the minimum a eptable bid.
A Non-terminating au tion Our rst solution ontinually takes the next
bid from hannel whi h ex eeds the urrent (highest) bid and posts it at a
web site by alling PostNext .
Below, nextBid(v) returns the next bid from ex eeding v. (the site all
if (x > v) returns a signal if x > v and remains silent otherwise.)
nextBid (v) 

>x>

:get

f if (x > v)  let(x)
j if (x  v )  nextBid (v )
g

Below, Bids(v) returns a stream of bids from where the rst bid ex eeds
essive bids are stri tly in reasing.
Bids(v)  nextBid (v) >y> (let(y) Bids(y))
The following strategy starts the au tion by advertising the item, and posts
su essively higher bids at a web site. But the expression evaluation never
terminates.
Au tion (v) 
Adv(v)  Bids(v) >y> PostNext (y)  0
v and su

j

1

We modify the previous program so that the au tion
terminates if no higher bid arrives for h time units (say, h is an hour). The
winning bid is then posted by alling PostFinal , and the goal variable is assigned
the value of the winning bid.
Expression T bids(v), where v is a bid, returns a stream of pairs (x ; ag ),
where x is a bid value, x  v, and ag is boolean. If ag is true, then x ex eeds
its previous bid, and if false then x equals its previous bid, i.e., no higher bid
has been re eived in an hour.

A terminating au tion
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T bids(v) 
let(x ; ag ) j if ( ag )

where
(x ; ag ):2
j

 T bids(x)

nextBid (v) >y> let(y; true)
Rtimer(h)  let(v; false)

The full au tion is given by
Au tion (v) 
Adv(v)
 T bids(v)
>(x ; ag )>
f if (flag)  PostNext (x)  0
if (:flag)  PostFinal (x)  let(x)
2

g

j

Bat h pro essing Our previous solution posts every higher bid as it appears
in hannel . It is reasonable to post higher bids only on e ea h hour. So, we
olle t the best bid over an hour and post it. If this bid does not ex eed the
previous posting, i.e., no better bid has arrived in an hour, we lose the au tion,
post the winning bid and return its value as the result.
Analogous to nextBid (v), we de ne bestBid (t; v) where t is an absolute time
and v is a bid. And bestBid (t; v) returns x, x  v, where x is the best bid
re eived up to t. If x = v then no better bid than v has been re eived up to t.
The ode for bestBid (t; v) (see BestRe ne of se tion 4.4) an be understood
as follows. First all nextBid (v). If it returns y before t then y > v, and
bestBid (t; y) is the desired result. If nextBid (v) times out then return v.
bestBid (t; v) 
if (b)  bestBid (t; y) if (:b)  let(v)
where
(y; b):2
nextBid (v) >y> let(y; true)
Atimer(t) >y> let(y; false)
Analogous to T bids(v), we de ne Hbids(v) to return a stream of pairs
(x ; ag ), where x is the best bid re eived so far and ag is true i x is re eived
in the last hour. Expression Hbids alls bestBid every hour until it re eives no
better bid. Below, the value of flag is simply the boolean x = v.
Hbids(v) 
lo k >y> bestBid(y + h; v) >x>
(let(x; x = v) if (x 6= v)  Hbids(x))
The ode of Au tion is identi al to that of Au tion ex ept that T bids in
the latter is repla ed by Hbids.
j

j

j

3

2
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Au tion3(v) 
Adv(v)
 Hbids(v)
>(x ; ag )>
f if (flag)
j if (:flag )

g

 PostNext (x)  0
 PostFinal (x)  let(x)

6.3 Arranging and Monitoring a meeting

We write a program to arrange and monitor a meeting at (absolute) time T
among a group of professors. First, send a message to all professors requesting
the meeting. If N responses are re eived within 10 time units, then pro eed
with the meeting arrangement, otherwise an el the meeting and inform all
professors (not just those who have responded). To pro eed with the meeting
arrangement, reserve a room for time T . If room reservation su eeds, announ e
the meeting time and room to all professors. If room reservation fails, an el
the meeting and inform all of them.
It is given that a room an be preempted (by the department hairman)
until one hour (h units) before its s heduled time. No meeting is preempted
more than on e. If the room is preempted (before T h), attempt to reserve
another room. If it su eeds, inform all professors that the meeting has been
moved to another room. If room reservation fails, inform all of them that the
meeting is now an elled. The value of the entire omputation is a boolean,
false if the meeting is an elled, true otherwise. This value an be omputed
only at T h or shortly thereafter.
The omputation sends several kinds of messages to the professors,
whi h we list below. A message in ludes ertain parameters.
msg (t): Please respond if you an attend a meeting at time t.
msg (t): The meeting planned for time t is an elled due to poor response.
msg (t): The meeting planned for time t is an elled be ause no room is
available then.
msg (t; r): A meeting is s heduled at time t in room r.
msg5(t; r; s): The meeting s heduled at time t in room r moved to room s.
msg (t; r): The meeting s heduled at time t is an elled be ause it was preempted from room r and no room is available at t.
Site Broad asti (p), where 1  i  6 and p is a list of parameters, sends the
ith message with parameters p to all professors, and returns a signal.

Messages
1

2

3

4

6
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Spe i ations of the main omponents Main expressions
Room and Monitor. Their spe i ations are as follows.
Arrange(t):

are Arrange,

Send message msg (t) to the professors and ount the number of
responses re eived in 10 time units. If this number is at least N , return
true, otherwise all Broad ast (t) and return false.
Room(t): Reserve a room, r, for time t by alling the site RoomReserve (t).
If this fails (i.e., r = 0), all Broad ast (t). If room reservation su eeds
(r 6= 0), all Broad ast (t; r). In all ases return value r.
Monitor(t; r): Site RoomCan el(r):get returns a signal if room r has been
preempted. In ase of preemption before time t, attempt to reserve a
room, s. If reservation su eeds (s 6= 0), all Broad ast (t; r; s) and return
true. If room reservation fails (s = 0), all Broad ast (t; r) and return
false.
1

2

3

4

5

6

The omputation stru ture

The overall stru ture of the omputation is

z :2 MeetingMonitor (T )
MeetingMonitor (t) 
Arrange(t)
>b> ( if (:b)  let(false)
j if (b)  Room(t) >r >
( if (r = 0)  let(false)
j if (r 6= 0)  Monitor (t
h; r)

)

)

Codes of the main omponents We give the Or ode of the main omponents, Arrange, Room and Monitor .
The ode for Arrange uses tally from se tion 3.4, page 20. Message m in
tally is msg1 (t), and prof is a list of sites, one site for ea h professor. Expression
Arrange sends a an ellation message if the number of responses, n, is below
N . It returns the value of n  N in all ases. The odes of Room(t) and
Monitor (t; r) follow easily from their spe i ations.
Arrange(t) 
tally(prof )
>n> ( if (n  N )
j if (n < N )

 let(true)
 Broad ast (t)  let(false)
2

)
Room(t) 
RoomReserve (t)
>r> ( if (r = 0)  Broad ast (t)
3
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)

j

if (r 6= 0)  Broad ast4 (t; r)

let(r)

Monitor (t; r) 
Atimer(t)  let(true)
j (
RoomCan el (r):get
RoomReserve (t) >s>
( if (s 6= 0) 
Broad ast5 (t; r; s)
j if (s = 0) 
Broad ast6 (t; r)

)

)

 let(true)
 let(false)

7 Con luding Remarks
7.1 Programming Language Design

The notation proposed in this paper provides a minimal language to express
interesting multi-threaded omputations. It is not intended as a serious programming language yet, be ause many language-related issues, from lexi al to
hierar hi al stru turing, have been ignored. We onsider some below.
A number of programming paradigms appear repeatedly in Or programming. We have listed some of them as idioms in se tion 4. Some oding patterns
are so frequent that spe ial notation should be designed for them. We onsider
a few su h issues below.
The absen e of any arithmeti
fa ility in an Or expression is a nuisan e (though not a disaster) when writing
a tual programs. To add x and y within an Or expression we have to all
the site add(x; y), where add implements the addition pro edure. We have
adopted the onvention of writing x + y, whi h a prepro essor an translate to
add(x; y). A number of sequential programming features, in luding onditional
statements and some form of iteration, should be allowed within Or . Also, the
programming language should allow most data type manipulations, in luding
array indexing, within Or expressions, whi h an then be onverted to site
alls. And programmers may nd it more pleasing to use longer names for the
rypti symbols  and .

Adding Code and data to expressions

j

The urrent syntax requires that the parameters of site
alls be variables. We do not allow expressions as parameters, be ause they
produ e streams of values, not just one. But M (N (x); R(y)), where M , N and
R are sites, makes sense. It is fM (u; v) where u :2 N (x); v :2 R(y)g. There
is no te hni al diÆ ulty in allowing nested site alls.

Nested site alls
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An expression like M (N (x); N (x)) poses semanti ambiguity. It is not lear
if N should be alled twi e for the two arguments of M or just on e, with the
value being used for both arguments. These options an be oded, respe tively,
as
fM (u; v) where u :2 N (x); v :2 N (x)g
fM (u; u) where u :2 N (x)g
We have to study a large number of examples to de ide whi h of these should
be pi ked as the default semanti s. The other semanti s will have to be oded
expli itly.
Fork-Join Parallelism It is ommon to all two sites, M and N , in parallel,
name their values u and v, respe tively, and ontinue omputation only after

both return their values. We would ode this as
( let(u; v)
where u :2 M
v :2 N
)
>(u; v)> fRemaining Computationg
A onvenient notational alternative is
(u M jj v N )
 fRemaining Computationg
Using this notation, the s reen-refresh program of se tion 4.5 (page 24) looks
mu h leaner.
Metronome

 (i Image jj
 Draw(i; k; m)

k

Keyboard

jj m

Mouse )

We an also remove a variable name whi h is never referen ed. So
(M jj v N )
 fRemaining Computationg
is a shorthand for
( let(u; v)  let(v)
where u :2 M
v :2 N
)
>v> fRemaining Computationg
The work ow oordination example (se tion 6.1, page 35) now be omes mu h
simpler.
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Visit (p; s) 
d GetDate(p; s)
 fh Hotel (d) jj a Airline(d)g
 A k(p; (h; a))
 fCon rm (h) jj Con rm (a)g
 q Room(d)
 fAnnoun e(p; q) jj AV (q)g

The urrent de nition of expressions treats all sites
named in it as external sites. In many ases, an expression alls sites whi h are
ompletely lo al to it, in that no other expression an (or should) all those
sites. For example, onsider the expressions
F  f >y> :put(y)  0
G  :get  M >y> (let(y) G)
E  F G
in whi h F is a produ er that writes to hannel , G a onsumer from , and
E the pro ess network onsisting of F and G. Here, hannel is lo al to E (so
are the names F and G).
The following proposal allows stru turing both expressions and sites into
hierar hies. An expression de nition onsists of: (1) its name and formal parameters, (2) de nitions of lo al sites (su h as :put and :get, whi h are written
in the host language, not Or ), (3) de nitions of lo al expressions (su h as F and
G), (4) the body of the expression. When an expression is instantiated, its loal sites are instantiated, and the lo al sites are terminated (garbage- olle ted)
when the expression is terminated. Remote sites an still be alled from an
expression; a remote site name is either hard- oded as a onstant or passed as
a parameter to an expression.
Observe that having lo al expressions within an expression de nition allows
onsiderable information hiding.
Hierar hi al de nitions

j

j

7.2 Related work

This work draws upon a number of areas of omputer s ien e; we give a very
brief outline of a few sele ted pie es of the relevant literature.
The work of the W3C group is of parti ular importan e. The Semanti
Web[13℄, a standard for the representation of data on the World Wide Web,
is a ollaborative e ort led by W3C, whi h integrates a variety of appli ations
using XML for syntax and URIs for naming. We expe t that our model will
be parti ularly suitable for pro essing metadata and making de isions based on
their values.
Monadi omputations in fun tional programminglanguages, like Haskell [15℄,
have the same avor as Or omputations. Monads allow a fun tional program
to all external agents, like I/O devi es, whi h behave as sites; see Elliott [9℄ for
some parti ularly interesting appli ations. Con urrent Haskell [19℄ additionally
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in ludes sophisti ated onstru ts for thread reation and manipulation. Peyton
Jones has pointed out the onne tion of those on urren y operators to the Or
onstru ts. Galen Menzel [22℄ has developed a ompa t implementation of Or
on Haskell based on his suggestions.
There is a huge amount of literature on the pro ess network model of distributed omputing. Our interest in this area derives from its formal semanti s,
and the possibility that Or may be a viable alternative to some of these models.
A re ent work of onsiderable importan e is Benton, Cardelli and Fournet[1℄.
It extends the C # programming language with new asyn hronous on urren y
abstra tions based on the join al ulus[11℄. The language is appli able both to
multi-threaded appli ations running on a single ma hine and to the or hestration of asyn hronous, event-based appli ations ommuni ating over a wide area
network.
Pro ess algebras, parti ularly CCS [23℄ and CSP [17℄, have mu h in ommon with the philosophy of Or . All three represent a multi-threaded omputation by an expression whi h has interesting algebrai properties. But unlike
these pro ess algebras, Or permits integration of arbitrary omponents (sites)
in a omputation. This is both an advantage in that we an or hestrate heterogeneous omponents, and a disadvantage in that we are unable to de ide
equivalen e of arbitrary Or expressions, by using bisimulation, for example.
Or di ers in a major way from pro ess algebras in its basi operators and
the evaluation pro edure. We permit arbitrary sequential ompositions of expressions, f  g, whi h is not supported in CCS or CSP. Some re ent work by
Cook [8℄ suggests that Or operators an be represented in a slightly extended
version of Pi- al ulus [24℄.
Transa tion pro essing has a massive number of referen es; a omprehensive
survey appears in Gray and Reuter[12℄. Our approa h has the avor of nested
transa tions (see Chapter 4 of[12℄) though there is onsiderable di eren e in
semanti s. Of spe ial importan e in our work are ompensating transa tions,
and, parti ularly, their use in business pro ess or hestration languages, like
BPEL[2, 3℄. Butler and Hoare[4℄ are developing a theoreti al model and algebra
for pro ess intera tion whi h in ludes ompensating transa tions.
Harel and his o-workers [14℄ have developed a very attra tive visual notation, State harts, to en ode omputations of intera ting pro esses. Their approa h has met with onsiderable pra ti al su ess. They have also developed
a rigorous semanti s of the visual notation.
I am extremely grateful to C.A.R. Hoare for extensive disussions and many key insights. Galen Menzel has arried out implementations
of Or in Java and Haskell, and has ontributed signi antly to the programming model. William Cook has inspired me by exploring several deep issues in
the formal semanti s of Or , and has shown me onne tions to other pro ess
algebras. Simon Peyton-Jones provided insight into the onne tion between Or
and monads that was essential to the Haskell implementation. Elaine Ri h has
helped me fo us on the big issues by being skepti al at the appropriate mo-
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